GEARING UP FOR
NEW REVENUE MODELS
FOCUS ON DYNAMIC CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
SPURS INNOVATION

New business models are emerging as advances in social media, mobile devices, artificial
intelligence, robotics, big data, and the Internet of Things (IoT) continue to disrupt whole
industries. Companies in every industry are transitioning to or adding subscription or usagebased models, also known as recurring-business models. These new business models require
an ongoing relationship so businesses must focus on driving customer adoption and value,
aligning the success of the customer with that of the business.
The benefits of recurring models drives smoother and more predictable revenues, along with
significantly higher valuations from investors. Leading Chief Financial Officers are taking the
lead on adapting their companies to the new business models, and with that responsibility
they must avoid the potential pitfalls in the transition. To succeed with subscription/
recurring revenue models, companies need to adapt their company cultures and technology.

KEY POINTS IN THIS EBOOK:
• Companies of every size and in every industry want to build recurring
relationships with their customers through new business models.
• Recurring-business models, such as subscription or usage-based
businesses, offer more and new revenue opportunities.
• Recurring revenue models generate more predictable, smoother
revenue streams.
• Companies with recurring revenue models need to adapt their
people, processes and technology.
• Company culture changes as a result of new business models are
typically led by the CFO.
• With the new business models, companies should consider
evaluating their existing quote-to-cash technology and determine
how they can support recurring-business models.
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CRUAT is a proprietary method of Navint Partners, LLC

NEW MODELS
Today, companies in every industry are
transitioning to or adding subscription,
usage or other recurring-business models.
Unlike traditional, transaction-based
businesses, in a recurring-business model
the first sale is just the starting point
for revenue growth with each customer.
“Instead of focusing on just the initial sale,
the recurring model expands the sales
and marketing target to five types of
transactions,” says Jeff Wissink, Managing
Director of Navint Partners. He labels the
five types with the “CRUAT” acronym:

• “Create,” for the initial sale;
•	“Renew,” for extending the
subscription;
• “Upgrade,” for upgrading;
•	“Add-on,” for adding complementary
products or services; and
•	“Terminate,” for the potential salvage
point for keeping a customer on just
before he or she cancels.
“Every industry has an opportunity to
leverage recurring-business models to drive
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“EVERY INDUSTRY HAS AN
OPPORTUNITY TO LEVERAGE
RECURRING-BUSINESS MODELS
TO DRIVE REVENUE GROWTH.”
—Pascal Yammine,
SVP and General Manager,
Salesforce CPQ & Billing

revenue growth,” says Pascal Yammine, SVP
and General Manager of Salesforce CPQ &
Billing. “That doesn’t mean they’re going
to abandon their current model, though.”
Yammine says. “In many cases, companies
are opening a new revenue stream.”
“Recurring-business models have been
adopted widely in software-as-a-service
companies, health and nutritional supplements,
media streaming, telecommunications/cable
TV, utilities, digital publishing, and big-data”,
says Steve Terry, Director of Subscription and
Recurring Monetization Services at Navint
Partners. “Even industrial sectors like heavy
equipment and medical devices are leveraging
recurring revenue models as IoT technologies
take hold. Every CFO should be thinking about
how this change has impacted their industry
and explore new ways to take advantage of
this new world.”

BENEFITS
For the CFO, there’s a lot to like about the
recurring-business model. “Finance gains
stronger controls, improving compliance and
visibility into the business,” Yammine says.
“CFOs can now make faster and smarter
financial decisions.”
Launching a recurring-business model allows
businesses to expand into a new product
lines or markets. A business may offer data
services on top of their one time product
fee, or offer a different pricing model based
on usage that increases the lifetime value of
the customer. Additionally, in a subscription
model the lower monthly cost may entice
different market segment that don’t have the
ability for large capital outlays.
Revenue is much smoother under a recurring
model, replacing a customer’s one-time
payment with a series of payments over the
lifetime of the product or service. Revenue
streams are also more predictable and
less likely to fall off, which makes financial
forecasting, budgeting, and planning easier
for the CFO. Wall Street certainly likes the
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“CFOS CAN EXPECT
COMPANYWIDE EFFICIENCIES
OVER TIME AND LOWER
DEVELOPMENT COSTS UNDER
THE NEW BUSINESS MODEL,
ALONG WITH NEW SOURCES OF
CASH FLOW.”
—Roxanne Brady,
Partner, Connor Group
predictable nature of recurring-business
models, which is why those companies are
valued by investors as much as eight times
greater than companies with transactionbased business models, Wissink says.
“CFOs can expect companywide efficiencies
over time and lower development costs
under the new business model, along with
new sources of cash flow,” says Roxanne
Brady, a partner in the financial operations
practice of Connor Group. Most companies
that adopt a subscription-based business
model make a gradual transition from their
traditional business model, so CFOs have
time to respond to unforeseen problems as
they develop.

“IF YOU’RE MAKING THE SHIFT FROM A TRADITIONAL MORE
TRANSACTION-BASED BUSINESS INTO A SUBSCRIPTION-BASED
BUSINESS, YOU NEED TO BE THINKING ABOUT HOW YOU’RE
RECOGNIZING REVENUE.”
—Jeff Wissink, Managing Director, Navint Partners

CONSIDERATIONS
Subscription/recurring model revenue
streams requires a different revenue
recognition treatment, especially under new
accounting standards. “If you’re making the
shift from a traditional more transactionbased business into a subscription-based
business, you need to be thinking about how
you’re recognizing revenue,” Wissink says.
“When do you recognize a $100 startup fee
on a forever contract?”
Another change CFOs have to make with a
subscription/recurring model is with their
key performance indicators: figuring what
the new KPIs are and what data finance
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needs to track for FP&A, Brady says. A
related issue is determining the new sales
commission structure as the sales and
marketing focus switches to fostering
long-term relationships with customers,
not just landing them. Another question is
whether non-sales-team employees who
have contact with customers should have
incentives for booking upgrades, renewals
or add-ons.
The company may have to create and pay
for new groups, such as a customer success
group that is responsible for making sure that
customer is consistently engaged with the
company’s product, making the best, most
efficient use of the product.

POTENTIAL PROBLEMS
It’s important to make the right investments
in the business to support a recurring
revenue model. As a company grows with a
subscription-based/recurring-business model,
if it hasn’t made the necessary changes to its
people, processes, and technology, it starts
to exhibit some warning signs of underlying
problems, Navint’s Terry says.
One key indicator of underlying issues
is when the company’s volume of credit
rebills trends higher, This is usually a result

WHEN TRANSACTIONAL
PROBLEMS PILE UP AND FINANCE
HAS DIFFICULTY PRODUCING
RELIABLE INFORMATION IN A
TIMELY WAY, THEN THE CFO
LOSES CREDIBILITY WITH THE
OTHER BUSINESS PARTNERS IN
THE COMPANY.
of confusion about the customer’s order
— what they initially purchased may have
changed through adding, upgrading, or
cancelling for a product or service. If there
is a disconnect between what is being sold,
what has been delivered, and a clear history
of order changes, information can quickly
become inaccurate, requiring significant
manual processes to resolve or on occasion
the customer will have an incorrect bill.
A related key indicator is the volume of
credits, adjustments, and refunds the
company is making.
Another key indicator is significant manual
processes. Extensive revenue reporting
processes, with difficulty in closing the
books at month-end and correctly allocating
revenue, difficulties calculating sales taxes,
failing to collect the right amount of sales tax,
or paying fines for failing to comply with sales
tax rules is another warning sign, Terry says.
These problems can lead to an exercise in
“whack-a-mole,” where the CFO attempts
to fix one problem and then other problems
pop up, and the problems just get worse.
This creates a larger problem for the CFO:
When transactional problems pile up and
finance has difficulty producing reliable
information in a timely way, then the CFO
loses credibility with the other business
partners in the company, Terry says.
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CULTURE CHANGE
Part of the solution is a company culture
change. A company’s transformation
from a transaction-based revenue model
to recurring-business model, where the
customer is at the center of the business,
affects everything from lead generation to
cash collections, including sales, marketing,
financial planning and analysis, billing,
subscription management, and provisioning.
Leadership from finance, operations, IT, and
sales and marketing have to be involved
in planning and executing the transition,
but typically it’s the CFO who leads the
charge, Wissink says. “Even though the
transformation is something that affects
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all areas of the business, somebody’s got
to own the transformation, and in our
experience it’s usually the CFO.”
Changing to a recurring-business model
requires a culture change within the
company, with more collaboration between
the groups in the company. Under an orderbased business model, a company could be
assembled from non-collaborative pieces,
Terry says, i.e.: “Let product development
come up with a product; let sales go sell it,
book an order, sling the order downstream
to the back office. Back office knows what
an order is—a highly standardized vehicle;
has been for decades. Process the order; get
the bill paid.”

“EVEN THOUGH THE
TRANSFORMATION IS SOMETHING
THAT AFFECTS ALL AREAS OF
THE BUSINESS, SOMEBODY’S GOT
TO OWN THE TRANSFORMATION,
AND IN OUR EXPERIENCE IT’S
USUALLY THE CFO.”
—Jeff Wissink, Managing Director,
Navint Partners
finance and accounting, service, and sales and
marketing occur daily, not quarterly. Those
interactions are also more elaborate because
the groups need to become more aligned and
more customer-centric.
“There’s no such thing as the back office,”
Terry says. “Every single function is a key
contributor to the customer experience;
no one can say ‘I don’t care about the
customer.’ The so-called front office can’t
disenfranchise anybody else saying they’re
not a part of customer management.”
Under the recurring-business model, the
company has to accommodate a series
of different types of transactions. The
“new normal” is to “tear up the existing
subscription as soon as you can” to drive
a high level of attachment rates across a
portfolio of products, Terry says. “You need
to drive renewals and avert churn, but you
also want to be driving the attachment
rate, which means revisiting the customer
relationship with increasing frequency to
perform these changes.”
Under the recurring-business model, sales
and marketing become more involved in the
lifecycle of the customer and the transaction
points after the initial sale, not just customer
acquisition. Other groups in the company that
previously weren’t involved in sales become
customer-facing. Interactions between
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With this change, the CFO and controller
need to establish more collaborative
methods of governance with the other
groups in the company, instead of the
strict departmental boundaries that
may have worked under a transactional
business model.
The culture shift also has to build on what
is typically a company focus on product
excellence by adding a focus on process
excellence, Terry says. When the focus of
the company’s teams is just on the product,
then product development can attempt
to do things that operations isn’t ready to
support. “If product development thinks
of operations as simply something that’s
downstream of their invention, then we end
up with accidents,” he says.

TECHNOLOGY CHANGE
One of the big pitfalls for companies that
are changing to a subscription-based/
recurring-business model, or that are scaling
the model up, is failing to recognize that the
processes and systems they need are very
different under the new model, Wissink says.
That failure leads a lot of companies to
make all kinds of changes to their current
systems that “make them do things that are
unnatural to them,” Wissink says. Companies
try to over-customize what are very rigid
systems, and they don’t realize the fact
that their system needs to look different to
support the new business model.
Companies that fail to change their
technology, along with the necessary culture
changes, are able to keep their businesses
going for a while as they grow. But typically
when the company or business unit with the
new business model reaches $75 million to
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$100 million of annual recurring revenue,
“the wheels fall off,” Wissink says.
The main problem is that most ERP systems at
their core are built for transactional businesses,
and they don’t work well when the element of
time — selling access to something over time —
is introduced, Wissink says. The time element
changes the way that sales, invoices, and
collections are recorded in ERP systems.
Some companies try to create a stretchorder-based system with their ERP—taking
an order and stretching it to try to make it
look like a subscription. “The problem is, an
order doesn’t support it,” Terry says. “There’s
no such thing as an upgrade on an order. An
order is terminal: It starts, it triggers, it ends.”
Recurring-business models are unique
in that the line between the finance and
sales becomes blurred after the initial
sale. This is because the sales motion is
fundamentally different.

In traditional sales models, the process is
linear. A business sells a service or physical
good, fulfills the order, invoices, and collects
payment. Salespeople can sell products
and services and push to the back office for
fulfillment, billing and collections. In many
cases, manually processes or API integrations
between the two system work well enough.
However, in a recurring business, the sales
process is not linear. Sales sells an initial
good or service, but now there is the
concept of a renewal or ongoing order. The
order is a living object that evolves over
time as a customer upgrades, downgrades,
swaps, or otherwise amends their order.
For example, your customer may want to
add on users or upgrade from a lower to
higher tier in the middle of the subscription
term. This amendment process is driven by
sales, but has implications for your finance
team which means both teams must work
off a common data model and process.

COMPANIES WITH RECURRINGBUSINESS MODELS SHOULD
CONSIDER ADDING NEW
FUNCTIONALITY TO THEIR
EXISTING SYSTEM INVESTMENTS
THAT JOINS THE ENTIRE QUOTE
TO PAYMENT PROCESS UNDER
ONES SYSTEM.
”Maintaining multiple price books and
multiple product catalogs, combined with
manual processes throughout the customer
lifecycle, makes it extremely difficult to
deliver the experience customers demand,”
says Salesforce’s Yammine.
ERP systems still have a place in a
recurring-business model, but they have
a different place. “You need to change
the way you’re using them, and you need
to expect that you’re going to need new
stuff—expenditures on software that you
haven’t had in the past,” Wissink says.
Companies with recurring-business models
should consider adding new functionality to
their existing system investments that joins
the entire quote to payment process under
ones system, Wissink says. Leveraging a single
system that can handle quote to payment is
critical to data and process integrity, especially
as a customer looks to renew, upgrade, swap,
or amend products on their order.
While evolving technology along with
mergers and acquisitions will probably
change the software landscape over the next
18 months, it’s important that CFOs invest
the necessary resources now, while setting
up the architectural components that will
allow them to easily swap out components as
technology matures, Wissink says.
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CONCLUSION
CFOs are taking the lead as companies transition to and ramp
up their subscription or usage-based, recurring-business models.
While CFOs and investors enjoy the predictable, smooth revenue
streams that these new business models generate, the new
models also require CFOs to address systems and culture changes
as companies begin to scale.
Companies need to adopt more collaborative methods of
governance, adapt their processes, and invest in new categories
of software to reap the benefits of the subscription-based/
recurring-business models.

ABOUT THE SPONSOR
Salesforce, the global CRM leader, empowers companies to
connect with their customers in a whole new way.
Salesforce CPQ & Billing enables companies to adopt new
business models, build recurring relationships with their
customers, and make smarter business decisions by unifying
Sales & Finance on a single platform.
For more information about Salesforce (NYSE: CRM)
visit: www.salesforce.com
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